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Abstract 

A novel multichannel scanning interferometer designed for tomographicaUy inferring con
tours of electron density in magnetically confined plasmas is described. The scanning element 
is a multi-sectored blazed rotating grating. The diffracted beam emerges at a different angle 
from each sector giving rise to a fan array of discrete beams for each rotation of the grating. 
Signals from the probing chords are multiplexed in time enabling the use of a single detecting 
element for the extraction of many channels of line integrated density information. An air 
tnrbine driven grating wheel assembly has been fabricated and initial tests performed. The 
proposed interferometer is to be installed on the H-l helical axis stdlarator currently under 
construction »t the Australian National Uni versity. 



1 INTRODUCTION 
High resolution spatial and temporal measurements of the the two dimensional plasma elec
tron density profile are essential for understanding the properties of magnetically confined fusion 
plasmas. The density distribution is usually inferred from interferometric measurements of the 
plasma produced phase shift in a number of discrete beams of probing radiation. This phase shift 
is related to the integral of the electron density n along the line of sight by [1] 

^ = -r.A / nd/ 

where r« is the classical electron radius and A is the wavelength of the probing radiation. The 
density profile is then, in principle, recoverable using tomographic techniques [2,3]. A major diffi
culty with all such experiments, however, is the restricted physical diagnostic access. In addition, 
technical and resource limitations have meant that, to date, only two aaseniially orthogonal views 
of the plasma region have been obtained [24]. As a result, the amount of reliably recovered 
twcMlimensional information ia small. 

Here is described a novel scanning, heterodyne interferometer which employs a rotating disc 
grating as the combined scanning and frequency shifting element. The probing laser beam is 
reflected through a fan of discrete scan angles from the grating surface allowing sampling of 
the plasma, over a wide range of different impact angles d> and impact parameters s (see Fig. 
1). Signals from different positions C(;4) are multiplexed in time so that spatial resolution is 
obtained at the expense of time resolution. 

The scanning interferometer is to be installed on the H-l flexible heliac [5]. This is a toroidal, 
helical axis, stellarator offering almost unhindered viewing access to the poloidal cross section of 
the plasma. This feature has motivated the design rf an interferometer system which, within the 
anticipated resource constraints, poseaws a truly tomographic capability. This is most important 
given the distorted "bean" shaped plasma cross-sections typically produced in such a device and 
the large range of magnetic configurations accessible. The scanning rotating grating is ideally 
suited to this application, offering high scan rates and excellent spatial resolution at low cost in 
detector and hardware resources. 

The design principles for construction of the scanning grating are outlined in Sec. 2 of the 
paper. This includes an analysis of the trade-off between spatial and time resolution and an 
assessment of the achievable performance. A description of a prototype grating for the H-l 
interferometer and experimental measurements confirming its scanning properties are presented 
in Sec. 3. To obtain high scan rates, the grating wheel is driven by a high-speed low-vibration 
air turbine. The grating/turbine assembly is capable of rotation speeds in excess of 10000 r.p.m. 
The design, construction and performance of the assembly is discussed in Sec. 4. In Sec. 5 is 
detailed the proposed layout of the interferometer. In all a total of only ~ 30 optical elements 
are required to yield j£ 30 independent channels of information. Some general remarks on the 
expected system tomographic capability follow in Sec. 6. 

2 THE SCANNING ROTATING GRATING 
The use of a rotating grating wheel to Doppler shift an incident monochromatic beam of radiation 
for heterodyne detection purposes was first proposed and demonstrated by Veron [6]. The grating 
grooves are ruled on the circumferential edge of the wheel, and for incidence angles a in the plane 
normal to the grating surface, the magnitude of the Doppler frequency shift is given by 

A / = mKl/d (1) 

where m is the diffraction order, Q is the angular velocity of the wheel and d is the spacing of 
the grating grooves. The Doppler offset probing beam is mixed in a detector with an unshifted 
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Figure 1: Geometry for fan beam scan. 

local oscillator to produce an intermediate frequency (IF) signal which, provided A / is sufficiently 
large, can be unamiguously demodulated to obtain the plasma phase information <p(t). 

This concept is here extended to allow a scanning capability for the diffracted probing beam. 
The angle of diffraction 0 from the normal to the ruled surface is governed by the familiar grating 
equation: 

sin a + sin 0 = mX/d. (2) 

It is immediately apparent that, keeping other quantities constant, the diffracted angle can be 
varied by changing the groove spacing d. This is the principle of the new device. A grating ruled 
in N equi-angular sectors each having distinct groove spacing* dt, i — 1 ,2, . . . , N will therefore 
produce a fan array of N separate diffracted beams (channels) for each rotation of the wheel. 
If the circumference is divided into M identical partitions each comprising N distinct sectors, 
the wheel will produce M such identical angular (spatial) scans per revolution. The diffraction 
geometry is shown in Fig. 2. 
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Figure 2: Clow view of grating farface showing incident and diffracted rays. The groove HSCS have been 
exaggerated for darity. The reflecting face is Mawd for maiimam reflection efficiency into the lint order. 

The scanning grating posewes the following desirable features: 

• The grating produces both a high-reaoltuion spatial acan and Doppler frequency offset, with 
the instantaneous scan angle encoded by A/< (see Eq. (1)). 

• High acan rate* (Mft/2* & 800 Hs) with greater than 50% duty cycle are easily achievable. 

• Complete access to the wheel surface allows the generation of many auch "virtual" fan 
sources of radiation. 

• Only a small number of optical element* and a single detector are needed to record the 
phase shift information for each of the N beam* emananting from a given grating "source". 

• All of the laser power i* available for each probing beam. 

• Access requirement* are minimal. 

• Under certain condition* a naturally bandlimited and Nyquist sampled projection of the 
plasma can be obtained (Sec. 5). 

For M > 1, an independent reference *ignal for monitoring the instantaneous Doppler offset 
frequency of a given virtual source is available from a position on the wheel displaced 2x/M 
radian* from that source. Since Aft i* independent of alignment a, the reference frequency so 
obtained i* reliable provided the M partition* are identical. 
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2.1 Design Criteria 
There ate a number of complex and conflicting requirements which must be weighed in the design 
of a useful scanning grating. The important quantities ate the wheel radios R and width T, and 
the grating parameters M, N,a,fii and m. 

To obtain high scan rates, R should be as small as possible to both minimise the wheel inertia 
(~ R*) and maximise the structural integrity (yield velocity ~ R~*). At the same time R should 
be large to maximise the available circnmference (and hence the number of sectors) and minimise 
the effects of wheel curvature. Of course, the width of the wheel must be sufficient to reflect 
most of the incident beam power. For the case of an incident Gaussian beam of spot diameter 
W s 2s», where w is the radius at which the intensity has fallen to exp(—1) of its peak value, a 
grating of width T - Zy/iw will intercept ~ 99% of the incident power (7]. 

Because of the inclination of the wheel surface to the beam, the illuminated region is elliptical. 
For W/R not too large, the major diameter of this elliptical region is 

«=JL. (3) 
cos a 

Operation in first order m = 1 ensures that a maximum number of grooves a/<fc are illuminated 
by the incident beam. Since the region in which the beam overlaps adjacent sectors is not useful, 
the maximum number MN of ruled sectors is limited by the requirement that the ratio of the 
illuminated length a to sector length h = 2wR/MN be small. This ratio fixes the duty cycle for 
the grating: 

n ~ l - a / £ . (4) 

Since the tth sector is illuminated for only (l/MN) of a wheel revolution, it must be verified 
that the number of ueful intermediate frequency fringes produced by that sector Ft is sufficient 
to allow measurement of the IF phase relative to some reference phase. For a single pass of the 
grating, the quantity Ft can be calculated as 

F< = n i ^ . (5) 

For angles (a, A), the quantity ro/df on the right side of Eq. (5) is fixed by Eq. (2). Equation 
(5) therefore indicates an upper bound for the quantity MN. 

With MN so determined, the choice of M rests in a compromise between scan rate and the 
number of spatial channels per scan. In practice, the reflected beam divergence usually sets a 
practical upper limit to the number N of distinct probing channels available. As will now be 
shown, the beam divergence depends on both the grating diffraction geometry and the natural 
divergence of the probing Gaussian beam. 

Taking the reflection plane to be normal to the grating axis, a two dimensional geometric 
optics analysis of the ray paths is employed for determination of the incident and diffracted angles 
(o, # ) . The propagation properties in the orthogonal direction are independent of the diffraction 
geometry and can be controlled using appropriate cylindrical optics. Because of the relatively long 
wavelengths involved, the results obtained here serve only as a guide to the expected diffraction 
behaviour. 

An incident beam of diameter W at the grating surface subtends an angle 

H-JL (6) 
at the wheel centre (see Fig. 3). If the incident beam convergence angle is 68t the range of angles 
of incidence subtended at the wheel surface is 

6a = 6i>-69,. (7) 
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DIFFRACTED BEAM, 

INCIDENT BEAM 

Figure 3: Diffraction geometry skowing relationship between the incident and refected rays. 

«>y simple geometry, the divergence angle of the reflected beam is 

60R = 6i>-60. 
With the diffracted and incident angle differences related by 

cos a 

Eqs. (7) and (8) yield for the divergence of the reflected beam 

M « s ( l > i x « * - f « f ) + evf 

where we have written 

/* = 
cos/9 
cos a' 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

( " ) 

To ensure good spatial resolution in the plasma, it is desirable that the reflected beam be well 
collimated (69n = 0 ) ' . In the simple ray optics picture given here, this is assured provided the 

'Other more •pedflc gwmetritt, e.g. bringing the diffracted bean to a watot in the plane volume, art not 
treated bo*. 
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incident beam convergence satisfies 
W# = (l + * ) * * (H) 

The reflected radiation then appears to emanate from a waist of diameter pW at the grating 
surface, the spot site doubling in a distance 

Z S * * = J 2 T - ( 1 3 ) 

(the Raykigh length) from the surface, thereafter having constant full angular divergence 

"••Isr ( 1 4 ) 

Note that the beam divergence depends on the diffraction angle 0 (through ft). This dependence 
is minimised when the diffraction angles A are clustered about the normal to the grating surface 
(sin A - A)- We therefore take for the fan array the set of equispaced diffraction angle* 

{A: fit = fir/2-(i-l)Afi i = l,2 N) (15) 

where fir = (A - Av) is the fan angle for the diffracted beams and Afi = fir/{N - 1) is the 
angle between beams. Clearly, the condition Eq. (12) cannot be simultaneously satisfied for all 
diffracted angles A- However, it is easy to show that when Eq. (12) is satisfied, 

^ = - t » ^ (16) 

so that for the diffraction angles specified by Eq. (15), the departure from colliination A(M«) is 
less than second order in small quantities and can be neglected. 

The choice of fan angle fir should be sufficient to accommodate the reequired number of 
distinct probing beams. For given fir, the maximum number of independent spatial channels is 
given by 

Alternatively, for a given fir and number of channels N the requisite spot size W is determined 
through Eqs. (14) and (17). These considerations are quantified below. The maximum fir « 
limited by the practical problem of simply separating the incident and reflected beans (see below). 
However, it must also be verified that the reflected beam collimation is not much degraded for 
the larger angle channels. For example, for fir ~ 20° the departure from collimation for the outer 
channels is A(M«) 3 x 1 0 - 2 ^ (Eq. 16) while the change in 60a with /? is < 2% (Eq. 14). 
Both of these differences are very small and can generally be ignored. 

Recall that the major spot diameter a = Rfrfr a (cos a ) ' 1 at the grating surface should 
be small to maintain adequate duty cycle 7 and hence maximise the number of ruled sectors. 
However, good collimation requires pW oc (cos a ) - 1 to be large. In addition, the incident angular 
spread S9j which depends on or through both ft and 6i> (Eq. (12)) should, for practical reasons, 
be small. la light of these considerations, the incident angle a is chosen to be sufficiently large to 
allow easy separation of the incident and reflected beams but not so great that curvature effects 
are important. 

Finally the efficiency of the grating surface for reflection into first order must be maximised. 
This is achieved by tilting the reflecting face of each groove so that the normal to the face 
Dissects the angle fit - a (i.e. specular reflection). It is worth ensuring that the seroth order 
beam (A = ~<*) and higher order diffracted fans do not significantly overlap the first order fan 
array. This further reduces the crosstalk from such parasitic beams. To minimise scattering 
from imperfections in the ruled surface, the interior comer of each groove is in the shadow of the 
leading groove edge (see Fig. 2). 
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3 GRATING MEASUREMENTS 
The grating for H-1 is designed for operation in first order at a probing wavelength of 337 ftm 
(HCN laser). A fixed incident angle a = 30°, mean diffractior angle 0 = 0 and fan angle 0p ~ 20° 
(d\ ~ 0-5 -» dn ~ 1.0 mm) give dear separation of the incident and diffracted beams. The second 
order fan spans angles 58° -»9° and so causes minimal interference with the first order array. The 
prototype wheel wis ruled using a numerically controlled milling machine in a single partition 
(Af = l )of N = 15 distinct sectors on the edge of an aluminium disc having radius R = 150 mm 
and width T = 20 mm. The wheel has a conservative theoretical yield velocity ft/2* - 300 Hz. * 

For these parameters, Eqs. (14) and (17) determine W ~ 7.4 mm so that > 99% of the 
incident power is intercepted by the grating surface. The reflected beam is coilimated (zj| ~ 0.35 
m) provided the incident beam convergence is S$i ~ 7.0° (Eq. (12)). At maximum anticipated 
rotation speeds ft/2x ~ 200 Hs, the scan period is T = 2w/(MQ) = 6 ms. This should give 
adequate temporal resolution for the RF and ECU heated H-1 plasmas which have anticipated 
durations of ~ 1 s. The expected duty cycle for the wheel is n ~ 85% and the number of fringes 
obtained per pass ranges between F\ ~ 110 and FN ~ 55. 

The geometry for measuring the properties of this prototype wheel is shown in Fig. 4. The 
output beam from the HCN laser is expanded so that W = 70 mm at the surface of the / = 0.50 m 
lens coupling the radiation onto the grating. The ~ 6° convergence angle of the beam (Fig. 7(a)) 
is slightly less than the calculated value necessary for collimntion of the reflected beam. The 
diffracted beams are measured synchronously using a pyrolelectric detector on a motor driven 
stage which translates transverse to the beam reflected at 0 = 0» = 0. 

Figure 4: Mesrarement geometry showing (to scale) the coupling lent, grating, diffracted beams and 
translating pyroekctric detector. 

'Higher yield v«locitia§ could of count be obtained using othn mauriab. 
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Figure 5(a) shows tat setpence of diffracted beam proika produced by each of the grating 
eectoCTak»gam«aawima<tiBcat> = 0.50m.Thaa»trateaa 
matches the design value. The apparent demean ia grating cAaency for the outer channeb ia 
due to the ucreanag tilt of the detector from normal incidence. The featured total reflection 
efficiency for light polarised orthogonally to the grooves ia > 90% for the central channel. The 
specularly reflected component» generally less than 1% of the first order power with < 10% in 
second order (Fig. 5(b)). 

100 

100 
Distance (mm) 

Figure 6: (a) Measnred beam profiles at t — 0.6 m from the (rating sarface. The apparent loss of 
efficiency for the oater channels is dae to the tilt of the detector sarface from normal incidence, (b) First 
order (fin) and associated second order diffracted beam profiles. 
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The average detracted beam spot sine W for the three central and the three < 
isshowniaFig. 8 as a function of dstsctor- grating separation. The divergence at FWBM closely 
matches the angular aeparation of the beams so that the beams intersect at this level independent 
of the propagation distance (« > x«). The natural venatic* of M c with/9 together with the eiect 
of the tilt of t!>e detector from normal incidence satisfactorily account for the small increase in 
divergence (~ 0.15*) observed for the outer I 

' • r 
600 800 

Grating-Detector Separation (mm) 

Figure 6: Spot nse W as a fsnetion of gratiag-dttactor scparatioa *. Tbt solid drchs sad sosaras 
comsposd to averaged n n w w i a U for the ctatral and outer profile* lespecthery (see text). 

Figure 7(a) shows the sensitive dependence of the reflected Gaussian beam width W (for angle 
fa) at distance x = 0.50 m from the grating surface on the distance between the coupling lens 
and the grating. For comparison, Fig. 7(b) shows the variation of the spot size W with distance 
behind the lens. As expected, the diffracted beam is narrowest when the convergiiig portion of 
the incident beam illuminates the grating. 

The measurements of Figs. 5 and 6 were made for the "optimum" lens-grating separation of 
035 m. The incident spot rise W ~ 7 mm at the grating surface (Fig. 7(a)) is in remarkable 
agreement with the value calculated for collimation using the simple minded theory of Sec. 2.1. 
From Fig. 6, the measured spot divergence for the central channels in this optimum configuration, 
is 6ta ~ 1.8±0.1°. By Eq. (14), the reflected beam appears to emanate from a "virtual" waist of 
diameter W~6 mm (slightly smaller than the spot diameter at the grating surface) located some 
50 mm (see Fig. 0) behind the grating surface. This indicates that some further improvement in 
beam collimation can be obtained by more tightly focussing the incident beam. 

Finally, another wheel having the Mine specifications as the test grating, but with M * 4 
and N » 10 and having scan times ~ 1 nw is being planned. The duty cycle for this grating 
is t) ~ 66% and the number of fringes obtained for a single pass ranges between F\ ~ 30 and 
Fff ~ 15. Less conservative wheel dimensions could allow scan times to be further reduced, or 
alternatively, allow W to be increased for finer spatial sampling of the plasma region. 
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Figure 7: (a) Focaaatd baaa ape* M M W m a faactioa of dfataact bahtod tat eoapMag K M and (b) 
itfectad btasi apot ate at * a 0.5 • aa afaactaw of dJataact bctwtta (be maplag K M aad tbtgrattag 
•arfac*. Tk« bean proftk naaaarantata of Fig. 5 » m obtaiaad for a kM-gntiag atparatioa of 0.35 a 
(amptawnd by anowa ia tba abova flgma). 
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4 THE AIR TURBINE 
An air turbine drive for a rotating grating has previously been employed by Howell :i e l [8]. 
The turbine used here is simple in design and manufacture with sufficient torque to attain op
erational velocities in a few tens of seconds. The device is lightweight and compact and, for the 
H-1 application, has the advantage of high-speed, low-vibration performance. This latter feature 
is particularly important given the large (~ 3 — 5 m) optical path lengths for the H-1 inter
ferometer and obviates the need for the independent mounting or vibration isolation essential 
for conventional motor driven assemblies. A schematic view of part of the turbine wheel and 
air reservoir/manifold is shown in Fig. 8. A photograph of the combined turbine-grating wheel 
assembly is presented in Fig. 9. 

Two symmetricaly placed air reservoir/manifolds, each having four nossles, discharge com
pressed air into collecting "buckets" machined into the rim of the turbine wheel. An elementary 
analysis which ignores the effects of friction and air resistance, indicates that the turbine-grating 
assembly accelerates from rest according to the simple law 

n = O o [ l - e x p H / r ) ] (18) 

Figure 8: Schematic of the air tirbiae drive showing sir resevoir/maaifold, nozzles sad backets. 
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where 

flo = « / r t • the terminal angular velocity, 
« it the air speed, 
rt it the tangent radiut of the nonle (r t = 145 mm), 
r = J/(2Qrf) it the time constant, 
/ it the moment of inertia, of the aaaembly and 
Q = nn-An«uptotk« it the air discharge. 

In the cxpwnion for Q, n* M and A*„ are respectively the number and are* of the exhaust 
nooks and ptuot ia the air density in tbe region of tbe buckets. Provided the reservoir to 
bucket pressure ratio exceeds w 2 the air apeed at the oossle is equal to the local sound speed 
[9] and the terminal velocity ia fte/2*- ~ 300 Hs (comparable to tbe grating yielding speed). The 
calculated time constant is T — 20 s. Preliminary tests of the turbine-grating assembly have 
obtained terminal rotation speeds fto/2* ~ 160 Hi with a time constant r - » M i . In these 
experiments r and probably flo, were limited by the discharge available from tbe 6 mm diameter 
compressed air line. This initial performance, however, is more than adequate for our purpose. 

5 THE INTERFEROMETER 
Figure 10 shows a geometric ray trace model of a conceptual interferometer arrangement for H-l. 
The optics, including grating/turbine are to be mounted in a vertical plane on a solid granite 
slab. A finite elements analysis [10] confirms the excellent mechanical and thermal properties of 
the granite table. Both horizontal and vertical views are of Michekwn configuration, with the 
probing beams in each cast executing a double pan of the rotating grating (twice the number of 
fringes). The incident and return beams are separated using polarising optics [11]. To minimise 
losses, reflecting components are used wherever possible. 

A reference signal for the horitontal arm is taken from a point on the grating diametrically 
opposite the horisontal source position. A similar reference for tbe vertical arm is not shown, 
though, in principle, it is necessary only if the wheel rotation speed fl changes significantly in 
a scan time T. Also not shown in tbe diagram are the local oscillator arms derived from the 
unshifted laser radiation. 

The return optics (curved reflecting mirrors) inside the vacuum vessel must be mounted on 
the magnetic coil support structure (CSS) independent of the main interferometer and so are a 
possible source of spurious phase shift. This may necessitate the installation of a vibration moni
tor. However, computer models of the electromagnetic deflections in the CSS indicate maximum 
displacements of ~ 0.1 - 0.2 nun [12]. Then small movements are expected to be reproducible 
and of low frequency and so could be subtracted in the post processing of the interferometer 
signals. Note that the internal, curved reflecting mirrors shown in Fig. 10 could be replaced by 
an array of corner cube reflectors. This would significantly reduce alignment difficulties but at 
the expenn of power received by the detector. 

Two diagonal views Dissecting the vertical and horizontal scans are generated using optics 
mounted on a separate rigid support surrounding the plasma and attached to the CSS. Tbe 
source radiation is obtained by sampling some portion of the vertical beam power. These views 
form Macb-Zebnder interferometers (single pass) and so require a separate reference detector not 
shown in Fig. 10. As remarked earlier, since the entire probe beam is collected by each detector 
(rather than shared by an array) an adequate signal to noise ratio should be ensured, even for 
many more than four distinct views. The number of attainable views of the plasma is limited 
only by the logistics of positioning and maintaining alignment of the various optical components. 
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-350. -300. -250 -200. - 1 5 0 . -100 , -50, 
Figure 10: Conceptaal intereferometer arrangement lor the H-l heliac. Local oacillator arn» are not 
•hown. The axes are marked in centimetres aad the origia is the centre of the vacnum vessel. The solid 
square represents the maia poloidal field coil and the shaded "bean" the plasma region. Key: Di_« 
- detectors for the vertical, horisenta), diagonal and reference arms respectively; P R - polarisation 
transforming reflectors; 6 - 1 0 channel rotating scanning grating. 
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6 TOMOGRAPHIC CAPABILITY 
Constant density surfaces in the low beta, current-free H-l plasmas should conform closely with 
the shape of computed vacuum magnetic flux surfaces. Tins has already been confirmed using 
Langmuir probes on the prototype bdiac device SHEILA [13]. Magnetic flux surfaces are com
puted by tracing the path of a given magnetic field line through many toroidal circuits of the 
cloned helical solenoid. The intersection of the resulting closed and nested "surfaces" with a given 
poloidal plane produces a set of characteristically bean shaped curves. We here investigate the 
requirements of a multi-view tomography system for satisfactory reconstruction of such profiles. 

An analytically invertible transformation between "straight field line* or flux coordinates 
and laboratory coordinates has been constructed to allow testing of the proposed interferometer 
tomographic capability. The mapping in its simplest form has four adjustable parameters which 
can be extracted from a least squares fit to the computed H-l magnetic field line positions. Using 
this transformation, the two-dmwnsional Gaussian density distribution M(R, 6 ) = exp (—R3/o*) 
(o-s 0.6) in the flux coordinate domain (| A|< 1 ) maps onto the distribution n(r,$) ( | r |< 1) 
shown in the line contour plot of Fig. 11. This type of distribution models well the measured 
equilibrium density profiles in the SHEILA heliac [14]. 

Figure 11: Contour plot of the lource distribution n described in the text (solid lines). The broken 
contoun represent the approximation to n obtained by removing all higher angular harmonics than 
Im4. 
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Expanding n as a Fourier eerie* 

«(n*) = £ /iW»p(tf*) (W) 
Is-oo 

allows retrieval of the angular harmonic componects fi(r) and hence an estimate of the relative 
energy content EI/ET where 

Ei= r \Mr)\'rdr (20) 
J— 00 

and ET * the total energy. This ratio has been computed for the distribution n and is plotted in 
Fig. 12 in histogram form for / = 1 to I - 7. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
Angular Harmonic 

Figure 12: Histogram of the relative energies Ef of angular component* of the plasma distribution * 
shown at percentages of the total energy ET- The plotted line shows the improvement in image fidelity 
a (right hand scale) with number of included angular harmonica. 

The energy in components / > 4 is quite small, suggesting that a four view tomography system 
should be capable of encoding n without serious lose of definition or risk of aliasing contamination 
[15]. Note that the / = 4 component is retrievable by the H-1 four view system due to its favourable 
orientation with respect to tbe chosen viewing angles. 

Unfortunately, however, the higher angular harmonics significantly influence the shape of the 
outer, lower density contours. This can be seen upon comparing n with its filtered (/ < 4) 
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approximation shown as the dashed set of contours in Fig. 11. In terms of the measure 

{Ei,M.-.i)-n(»,j)]»}1/a 

* - — } TiTi— l21> 
{EyW*.i)-»P} 

where np is the angularly filtered n and n" is the mean of the distribution n, significant improve
ments in image fidelity can be obtained by increasing the number of views to .^x. The relative 
improvement thereafter, however, becomes increasingly less significant. 

Initially only the vertical and horizontal arms of the mterterc^neter rystem will be installed on 
H-1. In this case, / > 2 features will aliaa contaminate the reconstruction unless strong « priori 
constraints are imposed. One possible approach for the extraction of 2-D information in this case 
is to use maximum entropy techniques to recover an image on a pixel grid which conforms to 
the shape of the vacuum flux surfaces. This technique is currently being investigated. Another 
possibility is to use the abovementioned mapping to perform an Abel inversion of the transformed 
line integrals for a density distribution which is assumed circularly symmetric in flux coordinates. 

Adequate sampling within a view is also of importance for the fidelity of the tomographic 
reconstruction. A major feature of the proposed interferometer is that the fan view yields a 
naturally bandlimited and approximately Nyquist sampled projection of the plasma. The phase 
shift introduced on a single probing Gaussian beam measured at some position * outside the 
plasma (* > L) is given by [16]: 

f(t,i) = -T^I dYnf/,*) (22) 

where 
h(z>,t) = J yfffiff(K,,K,;z',t)Io(K,,K,;z'). (23) 

Here N(KX, K9; / , I) is the two dimensional Fourier transform of n(x', tf, z') and 

Ia(K.,K, ;*0 = exp[-(tf» + K?)»*(1 + C*)/4] (24) 

is proportional to the two dimensional transform of the Gaussian beam intensity distribution with 
(' = *V*Jt a n < * t n e beam waist a a the grating surface (*o = 0 ) 3 . When C* > 1 and provided 
the variation in ( " across the plasma is not too great, we set (' s C end the Giusrian filter 
"bandwidth" is ifo ~ 2/(o<) = 2wW/(Xi). The corresponding Nyquist sampling interval in the 
detection plane (for a single plasma pass) is then 6xo ~ \i/(2W). When A/? $ 66a, the spatial 
separation of the beams for a single ps-s of the plasma is bz £ x 6$Q - (4/w)(x/i)6zo. For z 
not too much greater than i the bandlimited projection can be approximately recovered free of 
aliasing contamination from spatial structures having wavenumbera in excess of the approximate 
interferometer bandlimit Ko-

7 CONCLUSION 
A multi-view interferometer based on a novel type of scanning rotating grating has been described. 
The scanning wheel is driven by an air-turbine and is capable of plasma scan rates approaching 1 
Mb. Many independent channels of line integrated information can be obtained using just a few 
detectors and simple optical arrangements. This should provide a true tomographic capability 
for interferometric measurements of the two-dimensional plauna density distribution. 

'For fhnplicity we ignor* the mull elliptical Mymmetry (described by the factor n) and limply Uke W tot the 
•pot diameter at the grating eurface 
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